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chat>
prakashph: i hope all of this is being recorded

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hey --- nice to you

netwurker: ..is that Ruth or Marc typing?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Can't hear anything at this end

Alex Adriaansens: neither can I

netwurker: Ruth Marc Hybrid> they've muted the audio, methinks?

prakashph: we haz audio!

Alex Adriaansens: thanks

netwurker: Ah, there we go:)

netwurker: testing = works a treat.

prakashph: "1 2 3 1 2 3 yep" - anne-maire

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes we can Randall, regarding tomorrow

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: morning...

Anne-Marie Schleiner: i am learning the basics of connect...:)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: sound is clear & present

netwurker: [moar smiling]

prakashph: <thumbs up>

netwurker: [smiling is *GOOD*]

Alex Adriaansens: We all have to adapt to technology Anne Marie

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: just going to toilet -- wil be back ;;;-)
Wei Long Hoong: sure Ruth

netwurker: TMI

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: marc ;-) 

netwurker: [just kidding RuthMarc]

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: lolism...

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: pure deconstruction ;-) 

netwurker: ....always, RuthMarc. always. ;)

netwurker: ['RuthMarc" reminds me of "BrundleFly"...hmmmm. possible nickname?;)]

X10: like a scotch label

netwurker: heh

Randall Packer: We are doing a check right now.

Randall Packer: And will start the next panel in 15 minutes.

Randall Packer: Ruth & Marc, we're doing the check right now.

Randall Packer: Alex, we can't see or hear you, log off and on

Randall Packer: Alex, make sure you are using Firefox.

Randall Packer: Alex, type in the chat, we can't see or hear you.

Randall Packer: Alex are you using Firefox???

Randall Packer: Alex, are you on your mac?

Alex Adriaansens: I'm trying to download the addin that I thought was already installed

Randall Packer: You don't need to install the add-in again!

Randall Packer: Don't do that Alex...
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hello

Randall Packer: Marc and Ruth please turn your camera and mic on!

Randall Packer: Alex, don't install the add-in!!

Randall Packer: Just make sure you are using Firefox.

Alex Adriaansens: the addin doesn't download

Alex Adriaansens: I'm trying again

syneme: wei long is too loud/distorted actually

Alex Adriaansens: having problems with the addin

Randall Packer: Alex: DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE ADDIN!!!!

prakashph: we are a GO!

anniea: randall you are a bit too loud

helen varley jamieson: morning everyone :)

anniea: good morning

X10: hi helen

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Morning....

helen varley jamieson: i didn't manage to get up earlier - really needed to sleep ...

helen varley jamieson: how's it been going?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: us too helen

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: we missed so many wonders

helen varley jamieson: i hope randall remembered to record it all

helen varley jamieson: i think i need to make coffee ...

netwurker: I really hope someone is saving this tech setup footage for a performance piece. ;)

prakashph: that would be rad (maybe diabolical even)
netwurker: yep.

netwurker: *waves to all*

helen varley jamieson: there is a red dot up at top right - that means recording is on :)

netwurker: yay helen.

prakashph: awesome :D

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: shucks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

helen varley jamieson: hi mez! :)

netwurker: /afk, need tea

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: schockssssss!!!!!!!

netwurker: back. hey helen!

netwurker: [and all]

helen varley jamieson: :

netwurker: wot’d i miss?

helen varley jamieson: intro to anne-marie schleiner

helen varley jamieson: randall says she's amazing :) 

netwurker: ah, right. lucky i kno her history then:)

helen varley jamieson: hehe

netwurker: she is!

Dijana: her baby is cute!!!


netwurker: "middle years". heh.

helen varley jamieson: hehe
helen varley jamieson: woohoo, wirefire! :) 

netwurker: heh.

helen varley jamieson: wirefire is one of my favourite early cyberformance projects

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: used to live wirefire...

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: love that is

helen varley jamieson: gazira babelli is also very cool!

helen varley jamieson: hah - i used to live it too! thursday nights ...

netwurker: i should trot out all my '96 avatar names...i have to say "Mz Post Modemism" was my fav.

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: same here...

netwurker: ..or Nettime.

helen varley jamieson: faces too

netwurker: yep, faces indeed.

netwurker: remember HELL.com?

netwurker: *rushes to see if it's still up*

helen varley jamieson: no, i missed that one

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: maec used to be anonymous on faces list ;-) 

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hehe...

netwurker: eheh, u cheeky thang, Marc!

helen varley jamieson: haha

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: great list...

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: & community

helen varley jamieson: make the slide briefly big? (but not for long cos then we can't chat ...)
netwurker: yeah agreed RuthMarc

prakashph: quake = my childhood

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: great stuff Anne-Marie...

helen varley jamieson: haha

helen varley jamieson: [we can make the slides full screen just for ourselves]

helen varley jamieson: i love paper dolls

agee: hi from north finland!!!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Agee ;-) 

helen varley jamieson: hi :)

agee: :)

prakashph: hello agee! greetingss!

Randall Packer: ALEX AND Marc please mute your mics

netwurker: hiya agee

Diana: ageehello

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: done

netwurker: ...just found out the Nettime list is folding on May 30th :/

Randall Packer: Thanks.

anniea: hi Antije

netwurker: "Nettime is not mobile and there is no app for that. After considering these and other options, and trying to imagine how we could 'upgrade' nettime's creaky infrastructure so that it'd at least have a chance, we've reluctantly come to the conclusion that it would be better to make a graceful exit. So we've decided to fold up shop on 30 May..."

agee: ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

netwurker: [ a shame]
Wei Long Hoong: @Alex: could you please mute your mic. thanks!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Anniea ;-)  
helen varley jamieson: @netwurker - is that recent? this may?  
netwurker: "trivial aspects of modern entertainment" = gah.  
agée: iiih facebook  
helen varley jamieson: absolutely less creative in social media  
agée: down with facebook  

Randall Packer: Please state your questions and we will pose them later  

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Facebook is a shopping mall...  
helen varley jamieson: you do have boundaries if you create a fictional character on facebook  

Paul Gagnon 2: isn't the limitation one's own creativity?  

netwurker: Facebook is gatekept, and algorithmically bottlenecked.  
agée: haha perfect, no parents  

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: We infiltrate everything --- as if we are part of the internet ;-)  

helen varley jamieson: fb manipulates things in so many ways ...  

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: or an assemblage of networks...  

pekollik: what is the AR comic called?  

Paul Gagnon 2: one can always vote with one's feet  

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: physical non-physical  

netwurker: Ben Grosser's work combats the strictures of Facebook.  
netwurker: http://bengrosser.com/projects/facebook-demetricator/  
agée: damn this chat/stream/multi screen adobe flip is insane fun!
Paul Gagnon 2: tweet the link please

helen varley jamieson: tx mez

helen varley jamieson: clap clap clap

prakashph: <clapclap>

netwurker: CLAPCLAPCLAP

agge: clap clap

netwurker: :)

helen varley jamieson: thanks anne-maiie :)

helen varley jamieson: oops anne-marie

pekollik: agree clap

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: excellent Anne-marie

netwurker: tweeted.

netwurker: *sneaking into the background there, Ruth* ;)

helen varley jamieson: yay furtherfield!!!! :)

netwurker: GO FF!!

netwurker: *pawns WILL inherent the earth*

helen varley jamieson: hehe

netwurker: ;)

Paul Gagnon 2: prawns?:-)

netwurker: Paul, I, for one, welcome out New Crustacean Overlords

Roddy Hunter: Morning everyone, logging back on. What did I miss?!

netwurker: COMMONS! Woot.

syneme: Netime is folding Roddy
netwurker: Heya Roddy
netwurker: yeah sad news
netwurker: re: nettime
syneme: the net goes on
syneme: beat
Roddy Hunter: Hi netwurker, syneme ... yes big news
netwurker: wow, was FF founded that early?
helen varley jamieson: yes
helen varley jamieson: amazing eh
netwurker: yeah. thought it was later.
anniea: did anyone try this adobeconnect, this conference on a phone or pad ?
netwurker: nope anniea
helen varley jamieson: the students used their mobiles for the show yesterday
Diana: phone
Paul Gagnon 2: using on my iPad now
helen varley jamieson: it works but i think the interface is a bit different
agee: wait anniea i try
helen varley jamieson: some of them had a few problems but i think mostly network issues
agee: are you recording this in audio ?
netwurker: Marc, it also makes for longevity in terms of Community
helen varley jamieson: agee, the red dot top right means the whole thing is being recorded :)
anniea: I was wondering if it also is dependant on computers but is for the future too (as nettime was not unfortunately)

agee: alright, wicked

agee: i need to go back later and listen more

netwurker: [ie contrast with Nettime, that was much more academic/canonistic in terms of its approach]

helen varley jamieson: yes, i missed everything before this today so hoping to watch the recordings later

syneme: hi marc in paris

netwurker: PLAY!

Roddy Hunter: what a great list, marc

helen varley jamieson: lol

agee: ye

agee: hell

Randall Packer: DO IT WITH OTHERS

Roddy Hunter: what a great plan!

anniea: I see everywhere mailinglists go slower, being less active, less discussion


anniea: agee did it work on your phone?

agee: on ipad... wait

Roddy Hunter: FF: Sorry! We couldn’t find the page!

agee: on ipad does not work on browser, need to download an app first

helen varley jamieson: @annie - netbehaviour was on speed during march!

agee: i might get the app.. but i want to listen to mark
agee: i try triple tasking, mark lost too

anniea: indeed Helen, but that proves mailinglist need an active steerer to work right now

helen varley jamieson: true annie

agee: installing

anniea: me too

netwurker: yerp. :)

netwurker: agreed marc.

agee: anniea did you see my private chat... just amazined at the possibilities

agee: ok installed Adobe Connect and its working!!

helen: great

agee ipad: holy crocodile!!! the iPad version is amazing!!!

aa: me too

agee ipad: via adobe connect app

netwurker: "Divergent Inverse Work Organisation"

netwurker: ;)

helen: marc is on speed like the netbehaviour list :)

prakashph: so this is what getting high on the net feels like..

helen: lol

netwurker: "Difference Investing Without Oligarchs"

helen: Delightfully Imaginative Women Oligarchs

netwurker: right on, helen

Deb Howes: Right, well "Doing it With Others?" can sound sleezy after all....

helen: Devious Innovative Wicked Oxymorons
netwurker: eheheh

netwurker: quantum holism ftw.

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: It is a joyful revolution Deb ;-

helen: hmm - getting a bit of lag - is anyone else getting it? pauses in the audio/video

helen: (video)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes..

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: it's not bad now

helen: yes, seems better now :)

syneme: what lag? it's friday in Beijing

netwurker: ...that's networker with a "o", unlike mine with a "u". ;)

Randall Packer: I just lowered the bandwidth so it should improve

helen: ah, thanks randall :)

syneme: cough cough

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Good projects...

helen: yes; this one is great

netwurker: fantastic. swarm cleaners!

syneme: sounds like my aunties

syneme: swarm cleaners

pekollik: good presentation

netwurker: eheheh

netwurker: yea.

Deb Howes: swarm cleaners: does anyone hear the music from fantastia with the animated brooms carrying buckets of water?
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes…

Paul Gagnon 2: :-) 

helen: @deb haha yes

Điạña: @deb lol

netwurker: Heh yes Deb.

pekollik: is this similar and/or can it be applied to the ocean cleanup project

helen: clap clap clap

netwurker: Thx Alex. Fantastic

helen: thanks alex!

prakashph: <<clapclapclap>>

dombarra: great, thank you!

Deb Howes: clap clap clap

netwurker: Settle down RuthMarc…;)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: lol

netwurker: [heheh]

netwurker: [this is where u spruik netbehaviour, RuthMarc;]

netwurker: [outliers ftw!]

helen: lol

netwurker: aahahah

netwurker: [indeed we do. :)]

HSS Conf. Center: I like to call this "collective agency."

netwurker: Interesting HSS.

netwurker: Interchanges. exchanges.
netwurker: [as long as there's respect underlying it all].

helen: "netbehaviour as a french cafe in the 1950s" - nice :)

prakashph: really nice to hear these discussions.

netwurker: eheheheh

Diana: (agrees with prak)

netwurker: "Posh Spice Ruth"

prakashph: (high-fives diana)

anniea: "Posh Spice Ruth" I like this

netwurker: My intro to distributed social tech was my truckdriving dad's CB Radio when I was a preteen, Marc.

Deb Howes: yes, as a teen in LA in 70's CB radio was BIG time

Paul Gagnon 2: good. one . netwurker

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: cb radio - marc's name was futurist in the 70s ;-)

netwurker: heh, wow

netwurker: I used to create much havoc on the trucker's chan here, let me tell u. ;)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: ;-)

netwurker: PRISM ALERT!

netwurker: ;)

anniea: these kind of communities dont include responsabili

anniea: ok Ruth there you are

Deb Howes: @netwurker: yes, please do tell...

Paul Gagnon 2: as opposed to French cafe terrorism

helen: lol
netwurker: i'd get arrested, Deb, if I did. :)

Paul Gagnon 2: good point anniea

netwurker: we know who he is Ruth:

netwurker: ...and i'd say Marc is right, that not many [if any ] of us want to be like Hurst.

Deb Howes: surely there is a statute of limitations...

helen: good things take time

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes Helen

netwurker: *Hirst

melindr: wurst

helen: hehe

netwurker: ...indeed Mel. gives a new meaning to the term "Bratt" wurst, huh?;

Paul Gagnon 2: does a community such as you describe benefit from social mores being established and agreed?

helen: lol

melindr: lol

Beryl Graham: Yes duration is important for collaboration, rather than just parachuting in

Roddy Hunter: hey marc, do you like John Latham's idea from APG of the incidental person who 'interrupts' not 'disrupts'?

netwurker: I wish we could find a new term for "Artist". "Creative" just doesn't seem to cut it.

melindr: beryl- i think it depends on the cultural context- some cultures just collaborate as a given

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes Roddy

Beryl Graham: WE had some interesting debate about unMonastery on https://curatingprofessionalcourse.wordpress.com/
netwurker: tramps!

prakashph: if we're not "Artists" then we're "Anomalies".

melindr: gypsies

netwurker: gypsies = nice

netwurker: tramps works too:)

melindr: and theives of course

eva sjuve: Anomalies is a good term

netwurker: yep, thieves works 2

melindr: sari had a term which was about soem sort of symbiant organism that grew in cracks..

Deb Howes: (hearing Cher now...)

helen: artivists?

netwurker: artivists? like it

Deb Howes: YES @helen

Beryl Graham: It's interesting that mainstream advertisers have started using 'disruption' in a sexed up way.

helen: @beryl - have they? how?

Deb Howes: TED loves disruption too

helen: maybe disruption is the new trendy word

netwurker: beryl>> since entrepeneurs glommed onto the term about 7 years ago, I've been avoiding using "disruption"

melindr: TED schmed..

helen: they gloom onto everything don't they :(

Deb Howes: agree @melindr
netwurker: they do helen

melindr: its littel ted franchises now..

helen: have they coopted subversion as well?

agee forever: where are the young people here?

netwurker: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8S0FDjFBj8o

helen: @agee good question!

anniea: yes agee that's what I am asking often too - yesterday there were two interviewed

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: subversion can always be coerced...

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: do it anyway...

agee forever: gender police is happy tho

Deb Howes: young people are GLITCHIN, BITCHIN

helen: @marc but can subversion be coopted?

helen: @agee :))

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes...

agee forever: on fleek!

helen: i guess there’s nothing that can’t be coopted ...

netwurker: the younguns are all Meerkatting and Periscoping:)

helen: lol

Paul Gagnon 2: gotta run folks...been a blast...text tomorrow

melindr: with theier fat bandwith

helen: bye paul :)

agee forever: I think we should reach out to youth here, no ? they have funky words
anniea: these conversations are quite intellectual, need experience and the chat seems intimate - maybe people out of the sphere don't dare?

helen: agree

netwurker: later Paul

agee forever: digital literacy

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yoooffff -- we are at our spaces

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: all of the time

agee forever: like wicked adobe connect

helen: lol

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: lol

Gret: wonderful summary Ruth

netwurker: most younguns don't discriminate all fo this digital creativity into a cordoned off space like this: it's much more fluid, natural

netwurker: *of

agee forever: Instagram

melindr: @Ruth im talking about the sharing economy tomorrow morning

helen: agree ruth!

Gret: who are these 'younguns' you're talking about?

Gret: how old is 'young'?

agee forever: 20ies

netwurker: the very act of academicalising this discourse sets it apart from the flow, from generative literacies

helen: agree netwurker

netwurker: anyone younger than me, Gret. ;)

helen: lol
agee forever: we need to take responsibility

agee forever: cause this world is more of a beautiful mess than ever

netwurker: What time are u talking, mel?

helen: agree marc

agee forever: YEEEEE! positive

netwurker: u underestimate the power of adaption, Marc

jonCates: https://twitter.com/joncates/status/58319800098500609

netwurker: :)

jonCates: ;)

melindr: @n Mez in forst session i think im last

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: moi netwurker ;=))

netwurker: ;)

netwurker: ta mel

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: also forgot to mention the P2P fpundation who a vital & brillaint force...

helen: we need to collaborate on tools that we need

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes helen!

helen: it’s easy to use what the big corps offer, but there is always compromises

helen: if we collaborate on tool-building we can make something better

anniea: hack adobeconnect and improve sound gestion

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: we are all smiling in sympathy with Alex’s point

Diana: lol (:@annie

melindr: thnaks
netwurker: *watches RuthMarc out themselves as capitalists*

netwurker: ;)

netwurker: Thx all

melindr: *clap clap clap*

helen: thanks everyone! :)

helen: clap clap clap

prakashph: <<clapclapclap>>

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: kick starter makes us all marketeers rather than artists

helen: true!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: or both

agee forever: not sure about this

melindr: yes

jonCates: *claps*

prakashph: great discussions!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: thank you

jonCates: thnxxx yawwwl!!!

anniea: great conversation, thanks

Roddy Hunter: thanks for great presentations, very stimulating and enjoyable

melindr: *whoo hoo*

prakashph: take us home randall

agee forever: damn....

netwurker: *waves*
netwurker: have a drink on us, yes?

Emily Martinez 2: 2:29am

melindr: randy.. now ur randy foreva

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: it's a bit early for drinking here

helen: mid-morning here in munich, with surprise snow :)

dombarra: i am having my morning brandy

helen: lol

Gret: and storms, hey Helen!?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: great to meet Alex...

Alex Adriaansens: thnks Randall, Anne Marie, Marc and Ruth

agee forever: pls tweet and email schedules ???

helen: @gret - yes it was intense yesterday!

agee forever: Twitter!!!!!

helen: hauptbahnhof closed because glass roof blown in

helen: the website is working randall, don't worry

netwurker: *bows*

Gret: i know, my friend got stranded with us another night

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: thanks online participants

dombarra: thanks to you all

melindr: *waving at you all

Roddy Hunter: see u tomorrow

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: great stuff

agee forever: love back!
netwurker: take care all

prakashph: "eventually shutdown" --->> LOL

helen: thanks everyone :)

helen: clap clap clap

prakashph: thank youu!

jonCates: sched/program is here: http://oss.adm.ntu.edu.sg/symposium2015/program/

dombarra: ciao

helen: see you tomorrow (but not at my 3am ...)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: that was great..

helen: bye everyone in the chat! :)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: good questions

netwurker: thxx jon

agee forever: pls tweet the schedule... can't get it out of here...

jonCates: <3

agee forever: nice soundtrack... post conference silence

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: will do

melindr: lol

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: clattteerrrr

prakashph: silence is the new sound

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: footsteps, bottle

Gret: clang!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: clang

Gret: nice
melindr: what was that term ruth= renters omething?
helen: "rentier"?
helen: or "renteer"?
melindr: ahh fabulous i will retalk you tomorrow
netwurker: renteer i think
netwurker: later mel. xx

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: rentier